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Abstract. Physics computing can be used to help solve complex dynamic equations, both 

translation and rotation. The purpose of this research is to obtain the tippe top’s dynamic 

equation using computational physics based maple. The equation of tippe top motion has been 

reduced by the Routhian reduction method with the Poincare equation with computational 

assistance. Computation has also been carried out in the search for numerical solutions of tippe 

top dynamics using the Maple program. Dynamics of tippe top can use a decrease in the 

Poincaré equation. However, the Poincaré equation requires that quasi coordinates be found 

from quasi velocity, whereas for the case of reverse topping dynamics cannot be found an exact 

solution of quasi coordinates of quasi velocity. Therefore, the equation of tippe top must be 

reduced so that the reverse tippe top problem can be solved. This method can reduce the 

equation of tippe top motion moving in the flat plane clearly in the form of a set of differential 

equations. This research has reduced the equation of top tippe motion on the inner surface of 

the tube and solve the equation of tippe top motion by utilizing physics computation based 

maple. The findings of this study are equations of tippe top in 3D space in the form of 

differential equations which can be clearly described using computing. 

1. Introduction 

Motion Tippe top in various arena  an example of the daily motion of rigid body systems with non-

holonomik constraints, but the studies are not simple mechanics. Tippe top is a kind of tops that have 

at truncated spherical shape with a small stem as a handle and can reverse itself in a state of spin. When 

the ball is rotated at a high-speed corner on a flat surface, then it will turn Tippe top spin on the stalks 

before. This phenomenon is called inversion [1, 2]. In previous studies, the equation of Tippe top back  

to top formulated engaged in the flat by using various methods such as Eular equation and Maxwell-

Bloch equations. Authors interested  in formulating the dynamics of Tippe top if played well in the 

field of flat and curved areas of the surface in a tube [3]. The author will first review the dynamics of 

Tippe top in a horizontal plane with the Poincaré equation and then proceed to review the dynamics of 

a Tippe top surface moves in the tube. Poincaré equations chosen by the authors because this equation 

can formulate the dynamics of complex systems such as the system moves at the same translational 

rotation [4]. Rotational dynamics difficult formulated with Eular-Lagrange equation for the rotational 

dynamics contain angular velocityis generally not a direct derivative of the general coordinates. This 

is due to the rotation of  the generator is not commutative, so that therotational dynamics is difficult if 

done with Eular-Lagrange equation. Poincaré equations chosen by the authors because this equation 

can formulate the dynamics behind with clear tops [5].   

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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 Moreover, Poincaré equations can describe the dynamic system in the form of systems of 

differential equations. This thesis is an attempt to under stand the motion of  Tippe top by using group 

the or  in the simplification of the equations of motion Tippe Top via Poincaré equations [6]. The 

purpose of this research is to reduce the equations of motion tippe top on the configuration space flat 

and curve via the Poincaré equation and understand the dynamics of tippe top on the configuration  

space flat and curve. The origin of the movement tippe top research described in a 1890 book by John 

Perry are experimenting with turn in ground stones which are found  in the beach. Perry explained that 

this round stone has a center of mass which does not coincide with the geometrical center of the stone. 

When the stone is rotated, the center of mass is higher away from  the soil surface [7, 8]. A description 

of the movement of the tippe top start poured in several scientific articles in the 1950s, including by 

Pliskin in 1953 which states that the friction interaction at tippe top of the floor instrumental in tippe 

top’s lap. While Synge 1952 explains that the phenomenon  is due to the movement of the tippe top  

instability dynamics without involving friction. Further more, Del Campo in 1955 describes in detail 

the mathematical calculations regarding the role of friction in tippe top. Del Campo concluded  that  

influencing of friction evention tippe top inversion [9, 10]. 

 

2. Methods 

 

This study is a theoretical mathematical study. The study was conducted  by a review of some literature 

about  the mechanical systems on tippe top case that has been  previously developed and mathematical 

calculations. Poincaré equation can be written by, 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑠𝑖) − 𝑐𝑟
𝑙𝑖(𝑞)𝑠𝑙

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑠𝑟 −
𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝜎𝑖 = 𝑆𝑖.  

(1) 

 However, this equation  requires that the discovery of  quasi velocity as a direct derivative of the 

time of the coordinate quasi. Meanwhile, in the case of tippe top’s quasi velocity is not owned directly 

derived from a cyclic coordinate [11]. Therefore, Poincaré equation used in this study to analyze the 

dynamics of  tippe top on a flat surface and the surface of the tube is Poincaré equation that is based 

on the reduction Routhian, which can be written as follows 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡

𝜕𝑅

𝜕𝑣𝜌 − ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝜆
𝜇𝜌𝑣𝜇

𝜕𝑅

𝜕𝑣𝜆
−

𝑛

𝜆=2

𝑛

𝜇=2

∑ 𝑐𝜆
𝜇𝜌𝑣𝜇𝛽1 − 𝑋𝜌𝑅 = 0

𝑛

𝜇=2

. 

(2) 

 In classical mechanics, the movement of rigid bodies is generally described by two analogous vector 

equations: F =  dp/dt for translation of the centre of mass and M =  dL/dt for rotation around the 

centre of mass, with F the total external force, p the momentum, M the total moment of external forces, 

and L the angular momentum. We consider the intriguing movement of the tippe top. It consists of a 

spherical body and a cylindrical stem, with the centre of  mass (CM) displaced from  the centre c of 

the sphere (see Fig. 1). When initially put into rotation around its axis of symmetry �̂�3 vertical, the 

stem gradually moves downwards and finally the top flips over into a stable vertical rotation on the 

stem. Apparently the rotation has changed sign, while vector L has preserved its original vertical 

position. Further, CM has moved  upwards at the cost of a decrease  in magnitude of L [12]. 

 This unexpected behaviour is explained by the action of a friction force Fat the (slipping) contact 

point of the top with the surface. F causes a moment M, which can be imagined to have vector 

components M𝑛,𝑛′ and M3, the latter along the axis of symmetry �̂�3 [13]. Likewise, the angular 

momentum L  has components L𝑛,𝑛′ and L3. In the beginning, L3 = L and L𝑛,𝑛′= 0. Then, due to 

instability, F origin ates and the resulting M3 tends to decrease L3, while M𝑛,𝑛′ starts to increase L𝑛,𝑛′. 
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As L remains constan, the angle 𝜃 of the top’s inclination will grow to fulfil proper vector 

addition.When 𝜃 = 
𝜋

2
, L3 = 0and L𝑛,𝑛′ = L [14]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Coordinats of Tippe Top 

Then the rotation along �̂�𝟑 changes sign and, again through the action of  𝐌𝒏,𝒏′ and 𝐌𝟑. 𝐋𝟑 starts 

to grow at the cost of 𝐋𝒏,𝒏′. Finally, the stem will scrape the surface (see Fig. 1) and through the action 

of a new frictional force 𝐅’ with moment 𝐌’ the top will lift itself up and strive towards a stable, though 

extinguishing, rotation on the stem. In fact, the component 𝐋𝒏,𝒏′ is extinguished by the new 𝐌𝒏,𝒏′  and 

𝐋𝟑 finally becomes equal to 𝐋 [15, 16]. 

During the inversion process takes place at the center of mass of the Tippe top elevated. This 

suggests rotational kinetic energy decreases during the inversion takes place as a result of potential 

energy has increased, so that the total angular velocity and total angular momentum decreases during 

the inversion process. This process can be seen in Figure 2 which shows the Tippe top inversion process 

[17, 18]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Centre of Mass Tippe Top 
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Figure 3. Tippe top’s Motion                                          Figure 4. Tippe top Inverting 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1.  The dynamics of a Tippe top moves in a horizontal Plane Through the Poincaré Equation 

The moment of the total general force on the tippe top moving in a horizontal plane is expressed in 

one-form are : 

 

|F𝑁| = 𝑚𝑔 + 𝑚�̈� = 𝑚𝑔 + 𝑚𝑎(�̇�2 cos 𝜃 + �̈� sin 𝜃). 
(3) 

Numerical solution of the equations of motion Tippe top to coordinate 𝜃(𝑡), 𝜙(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡), 
and �̇�(𝑡), which has the following initial conditions : 

𝐼𝑛 = 𝐼𝑛′ = 𝐼 = 45 𝑔𝑟. 𝑐𝑚2, 𝐼3 = 50, 𝛼 = 600, 𝑚𝑘 = 1 𝑔𝑟, 𝑚𝑡 = 3 𝑔𝑟, 𝑚𝑏 = 13 𝑔𝑟, 𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

17 𝑔𝑟, 𝑎 = 0,6 𝑐𝑚, 𝑅 = 1,3 𝑐𝑚, 𝐷 = 2,6 𝑐𝑚. Value of the initial condition 𝜃(0) = 0,1 𝑟𝑎𝑑, 𝜙(0) =

0, �̇�(0) = �̇�(0) = 0, and �̇�(0) = �̇�(0) = 0, 𝛽1 = 2500 𝑔𝑟. 𝑚2. 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 and assumed 𝜇 = 0,3. 
Graphic images obtained are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

  Figure 5. Graph �̇� to t                                              Figure 6. Graph �̇� to t 
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3.2. The Dynamics 0f A Tippe Top Moves In The Tube Inner Surface Through The Poincaré Equation. 

Dynamics of Tippe top can be analyzed by assuming that the radius of the tube is much greater than 

the radius tops behind (𝑟 ≫ 𝑅). Several dynamics defined in Tippe top axis in the tube as follows: 

a. Axis is fixed to the space (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍). 

b. The axis of the stem at the point of contact Tippe top (𝑋′, 𝑌′, 𝑍′). 

c. Axis which origin at in the mass of Tippe top, and always remain on tippe top (1,2,3). 

d. The axis of the stem in the center of mass tippe top (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) [19, 20]. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.  Tippe top Played in the Tube 

 

3.3. Potential Energy Tippe Top Played In The Tube 

Potential energy tippe top played in the tube, 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.  Scheme of Tippe top in surface inner the tube 
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In Figure 8 Tippe top has a potential energy of 

𝑈 = 𝑚𝑔ℎ 

    = 𝑚𝑔(𝑟(1 − cos 𝜂) + (𝑅 − 𝑎cos 𝜃) cos 𝜂 + 𝑎sin 𝜃 cos 𝜙 sin 𝜂) 

(4) 

The moment of the general style tops behind the move son the surface of the tube, can be written 

according to 

 

𝐐 = 𝐅𝑓 ∙ �̂�𝑋𝑑𝑋 + (−𝑟�̂�𝑧 × �⃗�𝑓) ∙ �̂�𝑋𝑑𝜂 + (𝑟𝑝 × �⃗�𝑓) ∙ (�̂�𝑥𝑑𝜃 + �̂�𝑧𝑑𝜙 + �̂�3𝑑𝜓). 

(5) 

Based on the equations, graph stops dynamics behind  in the tube with afriction surface can be 

described as follows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 9. Graph TT in tube                                       Figure 10 Graph of  �̇� to t 

Based on the Figure 9 it can be seen that the dynamics of turning in a top surface of the rod in tube 

tops more random than turning on a flat surface and the reversal process requires a longer time is 22 

second while in one second flat surface 20 second. Likewise with the initial condition when the tilt rod 

is rotated back tops also have a difference between turning in a top surface of the tube and in the 

horizontal plane. Behind the flat tops in the field of stem tilt boundaries while playing behind a top that 

flips is θ (0) = 0.9 rad. Meanwhile, a top trunk tilt boundary moving through the tube surface is θ (0) 

= 0.2 rad, if the slope is more than 0.2 rad turning in a top surface of the tube cannot be flipped. 

 

4. Conclusion 

  

Based on the study of the dynamics of Tippe Top via Poincaré equation on configuration space flat and 

tube the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) Mechanical system with constraints for Tippe top 

holonomic not engaged in the flat and the tube surface can be described by equations of Poincaré, the 

system dynamics can be described by a set of differential equations and the energy system clearly 

stated; (2) Tippe top that  moves in a horizontal plane with friction can be seen in Figure 5 and Figure 

6 which states that after Tippe top spin for a few seconds then slowly. Tippe top will experience a 

reversal, then after 𝜃(𝑡) approach angle of 𝜋, Tippe top will spin stabilized with trunk without precision 

on axis �̂�𝑧; (3) Tippe top  moves with friction  in the tube inner surface can be seen in Figure 9 and 

Figure 10 which states that the tops behind will experience a reversal after spinning for 22 seconds, 

then after 𝜃(𝑡) form an angle of 𝜋, turning a top will spin stabilized with trunk without precision on 

axis �̂�𝑧. So, after flipping through a top will spin with precision and tippe top stem turning in steady 

state. 
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